MOD-Series
new generation entrance doors

ï am
aïr is the aluminium glazing brand with a
difference.

Tested to the extreme, the aïr range includes:
•

MOD-Series new generation entrance doors

An impressive blend of form and function, aïr
not only delivers extreme performance, but also
standout aesthetics. So, it’s the perfect range of
aluminium windows and doors to complement
individual home design.

•

500LS & 600LS the most impressive range of
lift and slide doors

•

800 the Rolls Royce of folding doors

•

20SL minimal frame sliding doors

•

80HI high insulation flush aluminium
window

Whether it’s an unusual architectural design or
a view that needs to be perfectly captured, aïr’s
inspired range can deliver a solution to enrich
any environment.

performance

introducing MOD-Series
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Thermally enhanced for
high energy efficiency

B

70mm outerframe in a
range of colours

new generation entrance doors
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MOD-Series new generation entrance doors
were designed to create impressive entrances
to homes with their captivating and
sophisticated style.
aïr offers the same standout performance and
style on MOD-Series doors as the impressively
engineered bi-fold and lift & slide doors,
effortlessly combining form and function in
one desirable and durable package.

You can choose single or double door opening
styles and a low threshold option is available to
offer easier access.

Structurally bonded glazed
panels for high strength
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Security is taken care of with high-quality
multi-point locking mechanisms and you can
choose the latest Solid Secure Diamond Ultion
cylinder lock.
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Multi-point locking system
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Low threshold option
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3* Ultion Sold Secure
cylinder locking option
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Brushed stainless steel
handles in a range of styles
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ï am MOD01

MOD 01 offers simple, modern styling for a sophisticated
entrance. The door has a flush finish with structurally
bonded panels for a sleek, durable design.
It’s available in a choice of colours and with straight or
curved bar handles in a range of sizes.

performance benefits
ï am MOD02
large door openings
available

extreme wind
resistance

Ultion
cylinder

impressive weather
proofing

up to 1000mm (w)
x 2200mm (h)

withstands gusts
of more than
100mph (1600pa)

3-star sold secure
diamond tested

watertight up to 250pa

kg

Clean design with the option to add extra colour and detail
to your entrance, MOD 02 is a perfect choice for homes
with a little extra design flair.
Colours can be matched or contrasted for an added
dimension.
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panel weights

guaranteed

high energy efficiency

airtight

up to 80kg

for 10 years

U Value up to
1.35 W/m2K

air permeability up
to 6000pa

ï am MOD03

MOD 03 adds a twist to classic design. Lending the long
glazed panel from traditional door designs, 03’s bonded
glass panel curves at the top and has delicate detailing to
frame it.
Great for bringing extra light into dark hallways.

ï am MOD04

An impressive door with lots of design options, MOD 04
offers boundless possibilities for entrances.
The structurally bonded door features an oval shaped glass
panel, stylish line details and a dual colour option for lots of
colour combination choices.

ï am MOD05

MOD 05 adds a modern twist on traditional glazed panels
with its slanted angle that offers a great design feature that
looks smart with both straight and curved bar handles.
Another design with dual colour finish on the door panel for
a unique door.

ï am MOD06

MOD 06 is really quirky number. The porthole style glass
window along with its circle and line detail makes this the
Pablo Picasso of the MOD-Series.
Beautifully finished with stainless steel inlay, 05 suits homes
that want to make a real design statement.

ï am MOD07

ï am MOD09

A design fit for the Tate Modern, MOD 07 is another
standout door style with a whole host of options to make it
truly unique.

Simple, clean and modern, MOD 09 incorporates the very
essence of contemporary architecture. A slimline, straight
glass section will flood light into the hallway.

The porthole style window is intersected by strong, straight
lines of stainless steel inlayed into the bonded door sash.

Choosing a long, straight bar handle gives the design
absolute consistency.

ï am MOD08

With its subtle design, the MOD 08 door brings
metropolitan styling to any home.
Straight lines and square details give an individual look that
suits both vibrant and monochrome shades, so you can be
as adventurous as you like.

ï am MOD10

A more intricate design is available with MOD 10.
Taking the straight glass panel design and giving it a twist,
the separate sections can be painted any RAL colour whilst
the glass design adds extra detail for another dimension.

ï am MOD11

MOD 11 incorporates four oblong glass panels, so it’s the
perfect door for bringing lots of daylight into dark hallways.
The design is completed with simple, stainless steel details
and a long pull-bar handle. Choose a bright colour for a
modern twist.

ï am MOD12

For a door that’s impressive, yet simple and elegant, MOD
12’s design is a great choice.
Staggered lines and glass panels give a real contemporary
edge to a straightforward design. Keep it classic with
modern colours .

